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Abstract: This paper provides an H∞ robust control strategy for a permanent magnet synchronous
generator (PMSG)-based wind farm to realize subsynchronous resonance suppression (SSR) subject
to uncertain system distortions and parameter perturbation. Firstly, an eighth-order state space
mathematical model of a PMSG-based wind farm is established, including the grid-side converter
(GSC), GSC controller, and phase-locked loop (PLL) model. Secondly, the SSR characteristics of a
PMSG-based wind farm are analyzed through eigenvalue analysis. Thirdly, a robust subsynchronous
damping controller is designed based on eigenvalue analysis of SSR. Finally, the designed robust
subsynchronous damping controller is validated with case studies of wind farms. The results show
that the controller can increase the stability of PMSG-based wind farm systems and restrain SSR.

Keywords: damping control; eigenvalue analysis; permanent magnet synchronous generator;
subsynchronous resonance; wind farm

1. Introduction

Large-scale power generation clusters based on wind power are widely integrated
into power systems, which bring new challenges to the safe and stable operation of power
systems. Wind power generators are often connected to power grids through power
electronic converters, which are different from traditional power generation units. The
interaction between power electronic converters and the power grid can easily lead to
subsynchronous resonance (SSR) problems, causing shutdown of generator units and
sometimes equipment damage [1–3].

SSR refers to a system resonance phenomenon when excitation frequency is between
5 Hz and 50 Hz. Reference [2] points out that wind turbine generators when coupled to a
series capacitor compensated transmission system where the oscillatory energy interchange
is lightly damped, are defined as SSR phenomena. SSR may occur when a doubly-fed
induction-generator-based (DFIG) wind farm is connected to AC transmission systems
compensated by series capacitors [4,5]. Since 2009, a number of DFIG wind farms, e.g., in
Texas in the USA, Guyuan in Hebei Province, Baicheng in Jilin Province in China and some
other areas, have experienced SSR phenomena [1,2,6]. Due to overcurrent, a large number
of wind turbines (WTs) had to be cut off from the grid, and some were damaged, which
resulted in significant economic losses. Similarly, a PMSG can directly form an equivalent
inductance capacitance series resonance structure with weak AC power grids and cause
an SSR phenomenon as well. For instance, a large-scale power oscillation event caused by
SSR occurred in the Hami region of Xinjiang, China in 2015 [3]. The interaction between
a PMSG and the regional power grid brings SSR phenomenon and triggers the torsional
vibration of the nearby thermal power units, which can jeopardize the safe operation of the
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power system. Therefore, SSR has become an important hidden trouble affecting the safe
and stable operation of power systems with high penetration of wind power [7–12].

The investigation of SSR in wind farms can be divided into three categories: system
modeling, SSR mechanism analysis, and SSR suppression strategy. Model-order-reduction
methods [13–15] and equivalent impedance methods [16–19] are the primary techniques
employed in the study of DFIG or PMSG-based wind farm modeling. References [4,5]
show that SSR of DFIG-based wind farms is caused by adding series compensation ca-
pacitors to LC resonance circuits or using unreasonable control parameters, which result
in subsynchronous interaction between the controller and the AC grid. Recently, there
were some papers specifically dealing with the impact of PMSG on SSR. Reference [20]
mentioned that PMSGs can provide positive damping for the SSR mode. The work in [21]
concluded that there was no apparent susceptibility for PMSGs to SSR, or PMSGs were
favorable for SSR immunity. However, in [22], it was pointed out that there was a risk of
SSR due to the negative damping induced by PMSGs. References [3,23–27] pointed out
that the SSR of s PMSG was related to wind speed, control parameters, line impedance,
and short circuit ratio (SCR).

It is worth noting that a lot of work studying SSR in wind farms is under specific
conditions. However, in the practical wind farm operation process, there are many uncon-
trollable factors: line impedance parameters that are difficult to be evaluated accurately,
time-varying wind speed, control parameters that can be further optimized, and nonlin-
ear characteristics of power electronic devices. These factors are called uncertain factors.
The existence of these uncertain factors makes the established wind farm model contain
uncertainty and also makes the mechanism analysis and control strategy design of SSR
more complex. Therefore, to solve the problems of uncertain factors, a better robust SSR
suppression strategy is needed. One way is the H∞ control strategy, which was proposed
by Zames in 1981 and has been greatly developed ever since [28–30]. The H∞ robust
control strategy is a method to obtain a robust controller by optimizing the infinite norm
of some performance indexes in H∞ space. The unique advantage of the strategy is to
establish robust control of uncertain models. It has been used in the control system of wind
farms [31–33]. Therefore, in this paper, an H∞ robust control strategy is developed for
PMSG-based wind farms to realize SSR suppression subject to uncertain system distortions
and parameter perturbation.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, an eighth-order uncertain
model of the system is introduced. The relationship between parameters and subsyn-
chronous modes is analyzed by the eigenvalue analysis method and the participatory
factor analysis method, and the results are described in Section 3. In Section 4, a robust
SSR damping controller is presented for SSR mitigation based on the H∞ theory. The
effectiveness of the SSR damping controller is verified by several case studies in Section 5.
The conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Modeling of Wind Power Systems

The IEEE benchmark model for wind farms is usually used in the study of SSR [3,8–10].
Figure 1 is the first IEEE benchmark model for a PMSG-based wind farm The system can
be composed of a PMSG-based wind farm, rotor-side converter (RSC), RSC controller,
grid-side converter (GSC), GSC controller, and PLL and transmission line. However, there
are only three parts closely related to SSR characteristics, which are the GSC, full-scale
controls (i.e., PLL, inner and outer control loops of GSC), and frequency-coupling effects.

To develop a mathematical model for studying SSR in PMSG-based wind farms,
differential equation models for GSC, full-scale controls of GSC controller, and PLL must
be established. Line current and DC bus voltage [igd, igq, Udc] can be used to form the GSC
model (Equation (1)), while intermediate state variables [x1, x2, x3] can be selected for the
GSC controller (Equation (2)). The PLL adopts a space vector transformation structure to
provide orientation angle for GSC output voltage, The principal diagram of PLL of d axis
orientation is shown in Figure 2 and its linearization can be expressed by Equation (3).
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According to Equations (1)–(3), the PMSG-based wind farm is modeled with state
variable (x = (x1, x2, x3, xpll, θpll, igd, igq, Udc)) and input (u = (Vpccq, U∗dc, i∗gq, idc)), and its state
matrix is defined by Equation (4), using A and B matrices from Appendix B and parameters
from Appendix A. These parameters are based on the 2 MW PMSG model parameters in
MATLAB. The system uncertainties arise from PMSG parameter perturbation and grid
voltage/DC bus current disturbance, which are organized into nominal and uncertain parts
in Equation (5). Figure 3 shows the structure diagram of the uncertain system.{ .

x = Ax + Bu
y = Cx

(4)

{ .
x = (A + ∆A1)x + (B + ∆B1)u

y = Cx
(5)
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3. Analysis of Subsynchronous Resonance in a PMSG-Based Wind Farm

Eigenvalue analysis is used to evaluate SSR and its sensitivity to system parameters in
PMSG-based wind farms. The eigenvalue loci under varying parameters are shown in the
following graphs. The starting point of the eigenvalue loci is marked as ‘∗’, and the end
point is marked as ‘o’. The physical meaning of the imaginary part i is explained as the
frequency of oscillation ( i

2π ). The real part’s physical meaning is related to system stability.
Participation factor analysis can be used to quantify the participation of state variables in
specific modes [30], with a maximum standardized to one and a minimum to zero.

3.1. The Relationship between Current Inner Loop Control Parameters and SSR Characteristics

Reducing kp1 from 1 to 0.1 weakens the stability of the wind power system, as seen in
Figure 4 where the SSR mode shifts from the left half plane to the right half plane. Figure 5
displays the participation factors of λ5,6,7,8 at kp1 = 0.1, revealing that x2 and igd are the main
state variables that influence the change of mode λ5,6, while igq and x3 primarily affect the
change of mode λ7,8.
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Reducing ki1 brings a pair of SSR modes closer to the imaginary axis, increasing the
risk of SSR as illustrated in Figure 6. Figure 7 displays the participation factors of λ5,6,7,8
at ki1 = 0.1, revealing that x2 and x3 are the main state variables influencing the change
of mode λ5,6, while θppll and xppll primarily affect the change of mode λ7,8 due to their
significant influence on system stability.
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3.2. The Relationship between Voltage Outer Loop Control Parameters and SSR Characteristics

Increasing kp2 from one to two weakens the wind power system’s stability, as seen in
Figure 8 where the SSR mode moves right. Figure 9 shows λ1,2’s participation factors for
kp2 = 2, with Udc and x1 having the most significant impact on system stability. Figure 10
shows the wind power system’s SSR mode shifting to the right when ki2 is reduced from 1
to 0.1, indicating weakened stability. Figure 11’s participation factors for ki2 = 0.1 show Udc
and x1 as the primary state variables affecting λ1,2 and system stability.
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3.3. The Relationship between PLL Control Parameters and SSR Characteristics

As shown in Figures 12 and 13, if either kipll or kppll increases, a pair of SSR modes will
move from the left half plane to the right half plane, which means that SSR will occur in
the wind power system. Figure 14 shows the participation factors of λ1,2 with kipll = 3. It
can be seen that the main state variables affecting the change of mode λ1,2 are Udc, x1, θppll,
xppll. Figure 15 shows the participation factors of λ1,2 with kppll = 3. It can be seen that the
main state variables affecting the change of mode λ1,2 are Udc, x1, which have the greatest
influence on the stability of the system.
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3.4. The Relationship between SCR and SSR Characteristics

It is shown in [3] that SSR in a wind farm is related to SCR. SCR is an indicator of
the power grid strength. Its calculation can be obtained by using Equation (6). In order to
analyze the change of eigenvalue loci of a PMSG-based wind farm in a weak power grid,
the value of L1 can be increased, which will weaken the power grid strength.

SCR =
Sgrid/LΣ

nSwind
(6)

where LΣ= L1 + Lg + Tg, Sgrid = 47 MW, Swind = 2 MW
Increasing L1 in weak power grids shifts SSR modes from the left to the right half

plane in the S-domain, elevating the risk of SSR, as depicted in Figure 16. Figure 17 displays
participation factors of λ1,2 (with SCR = 1.1), revealing Udc and x1 as primary state variables
influencing λ1,2 modes.
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In summary, the SSR of a PMSG-based wind farm is closely related to the control
parameters, transmission line impedance, and SCR. However, in reality, some parameters
are uncertain or irregular. The SSR characteristics of the PMSG-based wind farm are
complex. For such a complex system, it is necessary to put forward high requirements
for the robustness of the controller. Thus, it is necessary to design an effective robust SSR
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damping controller under the uncertain conditions of many factors. The design process of
the controller will be described in Section 4.

4. Designing of a Robust SSR Damping Controller

H∞ robust control has unique advantages for uncertain system controller design. It
ensures that the system remains stable under the worst conditions. The core of the idea of
the robust controller is loop shaping, which makes the H∞ norm of the transfer function of
closed-loop control system optimal and meets the performance requirements of the robust
control. H∞ robust control design is similar to the baud chart design method in classical
control theory, but it can be easily extended to the controller design of MIMO systems by
introducing modern mathematical tools, such as H∞ norm and µ norm. Thus, we design
an SSR damping controller based on the H∞ norm and µ norm theory. To design the SSR
damping controller, the first step is to find the uncertain boundary of a PMSG-based wind
farm. The second step is to design weighting functions related to control performance,
output performance, and perturbation performance of a PMSG-based wind farm. The
connection between the weight function and the system is shown in Figure 11. Finally, the
stability of the system is verified, and the values of the designed parameters are listed in
Table A2 (see Appendix A).

4.1. Finding Uncertainty Boundary

As shown in Figure 18, the uncertainty model of the system is divided into a deter-
ministic model and an uncertain function. The uncertainty model can be expressed as
Gs = (WI + ∆)G, where ‖∆‖ ≤ 1; ∆ represents the set of all uncertainties in the system,
and lo(jω) represents the boundary of the maximum uncertainty of the system. However,
lo(jω) may be complex and difficult to be described mathematically, which is not conducive
to the design of SSR damping controllers. Thus, a lower-order weight function WI can be
used instead of lo(jω). In addition, the singular value theory provides a description of the

maximum gain for MIMO systems, and
−
σ represents the upper bound of singular values.

Thus, the function WI should satisfy Equation (7):lo(jω) = max
Gs∈Π

−
σ((Gs −G)G−1(jω))

|Wi(jω)| ≥ lo(jω); ∀ω
(7)
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Figure 18. Structural block diagram of uncertain systems of a PMSG-based wind farm.

Assume that the system parameters R1, Rg, L1, and Lg have the uncertainty of ±30%.
Within this range, these parameters are randomized. A total of 500 samples from uncertain
set Gs are obtained. The maximum singular value curves of the samples are calculated by
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the method of singular value decomposition and plotted, as shown in Figure 19, and WI is
shown in Equation (8).

Wi =
(a1s +ω1)

(a2s +ω2)
(8)
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4.2. Designing Weight Function

The designing of the weighting function is important for the SSR damping controller.
The suppression of high-frequency harmonics and specific SSR harmonics should be con-
sidered when designing the weight function. The designed weight function restricts the
frequency signal of the system. In this part, three weight functions are determined, which
are Wu, Wt, and Wp. The control signal weight Wu is designed to allow for a sufficient
control effort. At the same time, filter harmonics may come from disturbances into the
controller. Thus, Wu can be expressed as the following Equation (9):

Wu = K1 (9)

where K1 is used to provide sufficient gain for Wu.
The weight function Wp is selected to improve the performance of a PMSG-based wind

farm, and 1/WP determines the upper bound of the system sensitivity function S. The main
objective of Wp is to suppress low-frequency disturbances. Thus, Wp can be represented
by Equation (10):

Wp(s) =
s/Mp + ωp

s + ωp Ap
(10)

where Mp is the upper bound of |S| in the high-frequency band, Ap is the upper bound of
|S| in the low-frequency band, and ωp is the bandwidth frequency of function S.

Wt is a complementary sensitivity weight function, which constrains the complemen-
tary sensitivity function T of the system, and |1/Wt| defines the upper bound of the
sensitivity function of the system. Wt can be expressed as the following Equation (11):

Wt =
s + ωt At

s/Mt + ωt

(s + ω1)
2

s2 + 2ξ1ω1 + ω2
1

(11)

where At represents the upper bound of the complementary sensitivity function in the low-
frequency band, andωt represents the bandwidth of complementary sensitivity function.

4.3. Designing an SSR Damping Controller

Without losing generality, the closed-loop system with uncertain disturbances can be
represented as the standard structure shown in Figure 13. P(s) is a generalized or augmented
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control object, K(s) is a controller, w is interference signals, u is control input signals, z is
control or evaluation signals, and y is observations. According to Figures 18 and 20, the
transfer function matrix from [uT

∆, wT
r , wT

dc, wT
dg, uT ]

T to [yT
∆, ZT

u , ZT
t , ZT

p , vT ]
T is established

as Equation (12): 
y∆
Zu
Zt
Zp
v

 = P(s)


u∆
ωr
ωdc
ωdg

u

 =

[
P11(s) P12(s)
P21(s) P22(s)

]
u∆
ωr
ωdc
ωdg

u

 (12)
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Figure 20. H∞ Control Standard Problem.

The state space implementation of generalized plant P is expressed in Equation (13):

P =


0 0 WI
0 0 Wu

WtG 0 WtG
WpG WpGω WpG
−G −Gω −G

 (13)

The upper linear fractional transformation (LFT) and the structured singular value
(known as µ) are introduced as the unified tools for robust stability and performance
analysis and synthesis. The transfer function from w to z can be given by a linear fractional
transformation, expressed as Equation (14).

Fl(P, K) , P11 + P12K(I− P22K)−1P21 (14)

where S = (I + GK)−1

T = I − S
R = KS

(15)

N =


SKWu −TWu −GωSKWu
TWt GSWt −GωTWt
TWp GSWp GωSWp
SKWi −TWi −GωSKWi

 (16)

The standard problem of H∞ suboptimal control is to obtain a controller K, which
makes the closed-loop system internally stable and minimizes ‖Fl(P, K)‖∞ ≤ γ, and γ < 1.
Figures 21 and 22 show the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity curves of the system,
which are both below the 1/Wp and 1/Wt, weight functions.
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4.4. Performance Evaluation

Structured singular values provide a general description of singular values and spec-
tral radius and can be used to obtain sufficient and necessary conditions for robust stability
(RS) and robust performance (RP) in MIMO systems, shown as Equations (17) and (18). RS
describes the stable performance of input uncertainty to output uncertainty, as shown in
Figure 23, where M = WIT.

RS⇐⇒ µ(M(jω))
−
σ(∆(jω)) < 1, ∀ω (17)
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RP means that even in the worst case, performance requirements can be satisfied. A
PMSG-based wind farm equivalent to N∆ structure for RP analysis is shown in Figure 24.

RP⇐⇒ µ∆(N(jω)) < 1, ∀ω (18)
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As shown in Figure 25, both RS and RP curves are under 0 dB. In other words, the
maximum amplitude of the two curves is less than one; thus, RS and RP of the system
satisfy the performance requirements. When RP(µ∆(N)) is less than one, the conditions
required by NP will also be satisfied.
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5. Simulation

This part verifies the performance of the H∞ robust controller from five aspects. The
test system is composed of 5 × 2 MW PMSGs, and the reactive power reference is set to
zero. Since the direction of power flow from power grid to wind farm is defined as positive,
the direction of power flow from wind farm to power grid is defined as negative.

5.1. Stability Comparison with Grid Voltage Disturbance

As shown in Figure 26, current igd of the converter in the PI controller and the robust
controller is represented as a dotted line and a solid line, respectively. Voltage drops
from 1 to 0.45 in 2 s∼2.3 s. Since current igd in the PI controller is still oscillating with no
convergence after voltage recovery, the oscillation signals from 2.3 s to 2.5 s are selected
for FFT analysis to further observe the harmonics caused current oscillation. The analysis
result is shown in Figure 27.

As shown in Figures 26 and 27, the SSR damping controller can provide a higher
stability margin than the PI controller at the same voltage drop point. After voltage restora-
tion, current under the SSR damping controller can recover, while current iga under the PI
controller is oscillating. Current iga of the PI control system has a 25 Hz subsynchronous
harmonic component and some hypersynchronous components as shown in Figure 26.
It can be seen that the instability of the system may be caused by the SSR and hypersyn-
chronous oscillations. At the same time, it can be seen that the SSR damping controller can
suppress high-frequency harmonics and specific low-frequency oscillations.
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5.2. The Influence of Different Impedance of Transmission Line on SSR

In this case study, the main purpose is to verify the performance of the controller
under different impedance. Transmission line impedance of the system is set to 0.04 pu
before 2 s. We increase the impedance by 0.1 at 2 s, i.e., Lm equals 0.14 pu. Current iga under
different impedance of the transmission line is shown in Figure 28. Current iga begins to
diverge and oscillate after 2 s under the PI controller. The harmonic components of iga
are analyzed by FFT from 2.5 s to 3.5 s. As shown in Figure 29, the current contains two
harmonic components: 17.7 Hz and 23.4 Hz. However, current iga is stable in the SSR
damping control system both before 2 s and after 2 s, which indicates that the SSR damping
controller has better harmonic suppression than the PI controller.
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5.3. The Influence of Different SCR on SSR

In order to compare the contribution of the SSR damping controller and the PI con-
troller to system stability under different SCR conditions, the number of wind turbines is
increased, and they are connected to the grid at t = 1.5 s, t = 2.5 s, t = 3.5 s, respectively. At
the same time, the output power of the wind farm is indirectly increased, and the short
circuit ratio of the system has changed. Figure 30 shows the waveform of current iga under
different SCR conditions. It can be seen that the current oscillation is low when SCR2 equals
1.42 in Figure 30.
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As shown in Figure 31, the result of FFT analysis indicates that peak values appear at
frequency points of 23.33 Hz, 45.56 Hz, 55.56 Hz, and 77.78 Hz, which means that current iga
contains both SSR frequency and super synchronous resonance frequency. The comparison
between different SCR is shown in Figures 32 and 33. Compared with the PI controller,
the output of current iga under the SSR damping controller is more stable without causing
resonance, which proves that the SSR damping controller can achieve better performance
for the system.
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5.4. The Influence of Different Voltage Outer Loop Parameters on SSR

Figures 34 and 35 compare the performance of the PI controller and the SSR damping
controller with different voltage outer loop parameters, showing the latter has better SSR
suppression ability. Figures 36 and 37 are the FFT analysis results of current iga from 2.0 s
to 2.5 s, showing the better robust performance of the SSR damping controller.
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5.5. The Influence of Different PLL Control Parameters on SSR

Figure 38 shows that with the value of kppll changing from 1.1 to 3.3 at t = 1.5 s, the
current with the SSR damping controller can keep stable, whereas the PI controller in
Figure 39 caused subsynchronous oscillations at 30 Hz from 1.6 s to 2 s.
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In Figure 40, when kipll is changed from 1.1 to 6.5, igd shows subsynchronous oscilla-
tions with both the PI controller and the SSR damping controller. The FFT analysis results
of igd between 2.5 s and 3.5 s by the PI controller is shown in Figure 41, in which the SSR
frequencies include 7.78 Hz, 15.56 Hz, 22.22 Hz, and 37.78 Hz.
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6. Conclusions

In order to solve the problem of SSR of a grid-connected direct-drive wind farm, this
paper considered the uncertainties of various factors in the system, analyzed the influencing
factors of SSR, and designed a H∞ damping filter controller, which aims at improving the
system damping and suppressing the harmonics in the system. The controller has been
validated by time domain simulations. The results show that: (1) The designed controller
provides the system with a higher stability margin under SSR. (2) The control performance
of the H∞ damping filter controller is validated under changes of the voltage outer loop,
PLL parameters, line impedance, and wind farm capacity. The results show that the H∞
damping filter controller has better robust control performance. (3) By designing the weight
function, the H∞ damping filter controller can show excellent suppression performance at
subsynchronous frequency harmonics.
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Abbreviations

L1, R1 Filter resistance and inductance of GSC
Lg, Rg Transmission line resistance, transmission line inductance
C, Udc DC link capacitance, voltage of dc link capacitance
Ugd, Ugq D-axis voltage and q-axis voltage of GSC in rotating d−q reference frame
Upccd, Upccq D-axis voltage and q-axis voltage in the point of common coupling (PCC) voltage
ωg Grid frequency
Tg Transformer reactance
igd, igq d−q axis components of the grid-side converter’s injected currents
θpll Angle of PCC voltage
ki1, kp1 Inner loop integral and proportional parameters of GSC controller
ki2, kp2 Outer loop integral and proportional parameters of GSC controller
kipll , kppll Integral and proportional parameters of PLL controller
dd, dq d−q axis duty cycle of GSC converter
d∗ Reference value of variable
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Appendix A

Table A1. The parameters of a wind power system.

Parameter Name Value Parameter Name Value

L1 0.05 R1 0.005
Lg 0.3 Rg 0.02
kp1 1.1 ki1 50
kp2 1.1 ki2 50

kppll 28 kipll 1400
Wind Farm 10 MW Grid 47 MW

Table A2. The parameters of the weighting function.

Parameter Name Value Parameter Name Value

ω1 600 ω2 670
a1 1.2 a2 3
ξ1 0.092 ω1 150
Mp 2 Mt 20
ωp 1500 ωt 1584
Ap 0.001 At 0.01

Appendix B

A =



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a18
a21 0 0 0 0 a26 0 a28
0 0 0 0 0 0 a37 0
0 0 0 0 a45 0 0 0
0 0 0 a54 a55 a56 a57 0

a61 a62 0 0 a65 a66 0 a68
0 0 a73 0 a75 0 a77 0
0 0 0 0 a85 a86 a87 0


a18 = −1, a21 = ki2, a26 = −1, a28 = −ki2, a37 = −1,
a45 = −∆θU0

gd, a54 = kipll, a55 = −∆θU0
gdkppll,

a56 = ∆θωgLgkppl, a57 = Rgkpppl, a61 =
kp1kp2

Lg
, a62 = ki1

Lg
,

a65 = −∆θ(i0
gd − i0

gq), a66 =
−kpc+R1

Lg , a68 = − kp1kp2
Lg

,

a73 = ki1
Lg

, a75 = −∆θ(i0
gd + i0

gq), a77 =
−kp1+Rg

Lg
,

a85 =
−∆θ(i0

gd−i0
gq)dd

c +
(i0

gd+i0
gq)dq

c , a86 = dd
c , a87 =

dq
c .

B =



0 0 1 0
0 0 −kp2 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 kppll 0 0

1 0
kp1kp2

Lg
0

0 1 0 ki2
Lg

0 0 0 0


x =

[
x1 x2 x3 xppll θpll igd igq Udc

]T
u =

[
Vpccq Vpccq Urefdc irefgq

]T
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